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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a part of the results of two years work at the 
Bussey Institution of Harvard University, on the habits, struc- 
ture and development of two common fireflies, Photuris penn- 
sylvanica and Photinus consanguineus. The first of these fur- 
nished nearly all of the embryological material and the second 
was the more advantageous for the study of the development of 
the photogenic organ of the adult. Not much attention was 
paid to the physiological aspects of the problem. 
The material obtained was studied both in the living state 
and in sections. Most used for killing the embryological mate- 
rial was hot water followed by increasing strengths of alcohol. 
Larvae, pupae and adults were first immersed in hot water and  
then in warm Kahl’s fluid (Water, 30 parts; 96 per cent alcohol, 
15 parts; formalin, 6 parts; glacial acetic acid, 1 part). Usu- 
ally the material was imbedded in paraffi, but when the chitin 
was very thick, celloidin was used. Embryos were usually 
stained in toto with borax carmine; the sections with Heiden- 
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hain’s iron haematoxylin with orange G, eosin or Congo red as 
a counter stain, the first of these proving best. Sections were 
cut from 3.5 to 15 micra thick. Osmic acid was much used 
for the study of the ‘tracheal end cells,’ while caustic potash 
brings out the tracheal capillaries very satisfactorily. 
I wish to thank all who have aided me in my work and espe- 
cially Dr. W. M. Wheeler and Professor C. T. Brues, under whose 
supervision my studies were made, for many helpful suggestions 
and criticisms. 
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PHOTOGENIC ORGANS 
There are, in general, two views as to the origin of the photo- 
genic organs in the Lampyridz; according to one they are 
developed from the ectoderm; according to the other they are 
related to the fat-body and are therefore mesodermal. These 
two beliefs rest upon a diversity of observations and facts. 
The development of the photogenic organs of the European 
Lampyris noctiluca has been studied by Vogel (’13), who pub- 
lished a rather brief paper without illustrations on the subject. 
There does not appear to be any fundamental difference between 
his observations and mine. As far as I know, Vogel’s studies 
are the only ones of their kind. 
Lindemann (’63) considers the photogenic body to be a nerv- 
ous organ. This view is not remarkable when we find that he 
figures a part of the central nervous system as the light-organ. 
Owsjannikow (’68) believes that the light-organ of Lampyris 
consists of a group of epithelial cells of a glandular nature. 
Presumably, like the majority of glands in insects, he considers 
these cells to be ectodermal. 
Gegenbaur (’74), in speaking of the light-organs of fireflies, 
advances the view that the non-luminous or urate layer is derived 
from the fat-body, whereas the photogenic layer is a modifica- 
tion of the hypodermis. 
Heinemann (’86) in speaking of the elaterid, Pyrophorus noc- 
tiluca, p. 298, says: “Die Leuchtorgane der Cucujo’s gehoren 
wie diejenigen den Lampyriden dem Hautsystem an.” 
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Dubois (’98), in his studies on the light-organs of Lampyridae 
and of F’yrophorus noctiluca, found, from an examination of the 
ova of the Lampyrids, a resemblance between the blastoderm 
cells and the photogenic cells of the larva, pupa and adult. He 
concludes with reason that it is these cells and not the nutritive 
yolk which give rise to the light-organ. It would seem that 
some of the photogenic material is transmitted to the eggs by 
the mother insect. 
Les noyaux se sont multipli6s dans un certain nombre de gros plas- 
tides hypodermiques, et  de ceux-ci s’bchappent des files de jeunes 616- 
ments, dont la masse forms l’organe lumjneux larvaire . . . ; 
plus tarde, celui-ci s’isolera : la photographie de cette nouvelle coupe, 
que je projette sur le tableau, vous permet de comprendre facilement 
sa texture. 
He says, p. 310: 
As a result of this proliferation, the underlying hypodermis is 
very sparse or lacking. His figure 139 illustrates this condition. 
Dubois’ figure of the photogenic organ of Pyrophorus noctiluca 
is rather different from that of the Lampyridae. Dahlgren and 
Kepner (’08)’ and Geipel (’15) figure a portion of the photogenic 
organ of Pyrophorus, and it can be seen that it has essentially 
t.he same structure as that of Photuris and Photinus. Dubois 
describes, further, the formation of the light-organ in the female 
Lampyris noctiluca, and bases his observations largely upon a 
pupa about to transform into an adult. The process is described 
as essentially similar to that which occurs in the larva, the 
photogenic cells being derived from the underlying hypodermis 
in such a manner that the oldest of the light cells are nearest the 
alimentary tract. My studies on Photinus consanguineus show 
that the reverse is true, for the older cells (as far as position is 
concerned) are nearest the hypodermis, although from a develop- 
mental standpoint they are all of about equal age. Marchal 
(’11) follows Dubois and regards the photogenic tissue as ecto- 
dermal. 
Treviranus (’18) seems to be among the first investigators to 
have decided that t,he fat-body and light-organ are of the same 
substance, since he says, p. 102: “Ich finde die leuchtende Sub- 
stanz dieser Kiifer (Elater noctilucus und phosphoreus) ganz 
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einerley mit dem Fettkorper derselben. . . . ." Peters 
('41), on page 241, says that, although the fat-body cannot be 
mistaken for the light-organ, it seems probable that the chief 
constituent of the latter is fat. Leydig ('57) considers the light- 
organ an essential part of the adipose tissue. 
Von Kolliker ('57) styles the light-organ a nervous apparatus, 
because the albuminous material of which it is composed is 
oxidized under the direct influence of the nervous system. He 
believes, however, with Leydig that the organ is fatty. 
Max Schultze ('65) who studied the photogenic organ of 
Lampyris splendidula quite thoroughly, believed that it is related 
to the fat-body. Emery ('84), who has investigated the organ 
of Luciola italica, considers it of fatty origin. Wieolowjski ('90) 
thinks that the two layers of the organ differ in origin, the upper 
or non-luminous being fat-like, the lower ectodermal, since it is 
composed of certain oenocytes. 
Seaman ('91) upholds the derivation of the organ from the 
fat-body. Wheeler ('92) says : " The resemblance between the 
fat body and the light organ is so great that I do not doubt their 
genetic relationship though I have not studied the development." 
Bongardt ('03), Berlese ('09) Dahlgren and Kepner ('08) be- 
lieve the photogenic organ to be a derivative of the fat-body, 
and Vogel ('13) has shown that the light-organ of Lampyris 
noctiluca is derived directly from the fat-body. 
Pierantoni ('14) figures in section the light-organ of Lampyris 
and the symbiotic organ of the homopteron, Aphrophora spu- 
maria. It must be admitted that there is a striking similarity 
between the two structures. The small bodies, one or two micra 
in diameter, observed in the photogenic layer, he believes may 
be luminous bacteria, which, as in the non-luminous bacteria 
of the Hornoptera, are inherited, since they are transmitted to 
the egg while it is still in the ovary. 
Buchner ('14), in following the opinion of Pierantoni, sees a 
possible relationship of the light-organ to  the specialized fat- 
body (pseudovitellus) of the Homoptera, and a support of his 
views of symbiotic mycetoms. 
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Geipel ('15) gives the structure of the light-organs some study. 
He believes it possible that all light-organs in the Lampyridae 
may not be derived from the fat-body. 
It is evident that the luminous organs of insects need not be 
mesodermal in origin, for we have but to consider the very 
efficient light-organs of the mycetophilid fly of the New Zealand 
caves. 
DoRsAl 
Here, curiously enough, the light-organs are a modified portion 
of the Malpighian tubules, which of course, are ectodermal 
(Wheeler and Williams, '15). 
STRUCTURE OF THE PHOTOGENIC ORGANS 
In all the forms of fireflies (Lampyridae) which have been 
studied, as well as the brilliantly luminous elaterid beetle, Py- 
rophorus noctiluca, the photogenic organs, whether of the larva, 
pupa or adult, present the same general structure. The short 
description which follows, together with the accompanying dia- 
gram, text-figure l, should give the reader some idea of their 
makeup. The photogenic organs usually occupy a part or the 
1 This fly does not appear to be confined to  New Zealand, for Morton ('91) 
reports what seems to be the same or a very similar insect from the caves of 
Tasmania. 
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whole of one or more ventral abdominal segments. Briefly 
stated, the light-organ is composed of two layers of cells, an 
inner or non-photogenic (urate or reflector) layer, and an outer 
luminous or photogenic layer. The inner layer functions as a 
reflector and is opaque in life and rather translucent when fixed 
and stained. From the contents of its cells it is also known as 
the urate layer. The outer or photogenic layer is clear in living, 
and deeply-staining in fixed material; it owes the latter property 
largely to the numerous little photogenic granules which some- 
times fill its cells. Outwardly the photogenic later is overlaid 
by the thin hypodermis, which in this region usually secretes 
non-pigmented cuticle. Tracheae and nerves penetrate both 
layers inwardly, but in this respect the photogenic layer is the 
more richly supplied. The vertical branches from the main 
tracheal trunks give off many fine tracheae, which terminate as 
branching capillaries or tracheoles among the photogenic cells. 
These capillaries are surrounded, at least in part, by cytoplasm, 
which, together with the basally situated nucleus, constitutes a 
tracheal end-cell. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PHOTOGENIC ORGANS I N  THE .DUI,T 
PHOTINUS CONSANGUINEUS 
The development of the photogenic organ of the adult is best 
studied in the male, for it here occupies the whole ventral por- 
tion of segments six and seven of the abdomen. (It is a com- 
mon error, as pointed out by Vogel, for students of the photo- 
genic organs of the Lampyridae, to designate these organs as 
occurring on the fifth and sixth segments, etc., when in reality 
they are situated on the segments immediately following. This 
can be readily seen in the larva, also by counting the dorsal 
abdominal segments of the pupa and adult.) 
In sections of a larva a day or two after hatching, the fat- 
body consists of large, often free cells, each containing a single 
nucleus, and with the protoplasm well vacuolated (fig. 20), 
They measure about 8-12 micra in diameter, and all appear 
histologically similar. A larva sixteen days old shows fat cells 
(fig. 21) which are frequently more or less united into sheets or 
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layers. The cells are now more irregular in form, andnieasure 
about 10-16 niicra in diameter. They often contain a few spheri- 
cal proteid bodies with deeply staining centers. We find that 
in sections of a second-year larva, the fat cells are much larger 
and are massed into spherical or subspherical bodies (fig. 24, 
FB.) which occupy a large portion of the body-cavity. These 
fat-spheres measure about 6&160 micra in diameter, though 
they vary considerably in size. Their constituent cells have 
thin and often ill-defined walls, so that the mass may look much 
like a syncitium. Each cell has a single oval or subspherical 
nucleus which is surrounded by a small amount of protoplzsm 
The rest of the cell is filled with blue-staining proteid bodies as 
well as fewer pale brown ones of the same size. These bodies, 
which range from 1.16 to 4 micra, are usually spherical, but may 
also be oblong, or both oblong or crescentic. In addition, very 
small yellowish-brown granules, resembling coagulated plasma 
occur in the fat cells. But the fatty substance itself has all 
been dissolved away in the fixing and staining, and this also 
appears to be the case with the urates. The fat-body occupies 
the greater part of the body cavity, where it often appears as 
a loose and irregular perivisceral sheet. Isolated fat-bodies are 
also found and seem to be quite similar to those which occur 
in the larva of Lampyris noctiluca, as figured by Hollande 
('09). No breaking up of the fat-spheres, such as is found in 
pupating larvae and in pupae, was observed. 
Situated especially near the insertions of the dorso-ventral 
oblique muscle bundles are often more or less compact groups 
of large haemocytes or blood-cells. These may lie in part on 
the hypodermis, but they are usually separated from it by a 
small or even a considerable space, and may sometimes occur 
near the center of the body. Apparently similar cells have been 
studied in Apis and Vespa, by Anglas ('00) among others. He 
does not attribute to them a phagocytic function, but thinks 
that they may grow at the expense of the degenerating muscle. 
At  any rate they do not appear to be involved in the forma- 
tion of the photogenic organs. A sagittal section shows clearly 
that these haemocytes are segmentally arranged. 
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The fat-spheres which are situated in the ventral portion of 
segments six and seven of the abdomen, and are one or two rows 
deep (A ,  figs. 24 and 25), are destined to give rise to the photo- 
genic organ, and may therefore conveniently be called the pho- 
togenic fat-spheres. The most ventral of these sometimes lje 
directly upon the hypodermis. The longitudinal segmental mus- 
cles span these and other fat-bodies. None of the photogenic 
fat-bodies are among those of large size, such as commonly occur 
in the mid-abdominal region. 
The first change observed in the photogenic fat-spheres takes 
place a short time before the larva enters the pupal stage. In 
the case especially studied (fig. 24) the larva was quite active 
and bore no evidence that it was soon to pupate. (It may be 
said here that pupating larvae and pupae were never found to 
possess a general effulgence as is noticeable in Photuris penn- 
sylvanica, where even freshly emerged adults glowed in the 
thoracic region. I do not believe that this phenomenon is in- 
volved in the formation of the light-organs.) Here the pho- 
togenic were found to differ from the other abdominal fat- 
bodies, first, in taking the stain a little more deeply, second, in 
having more distinct walls, and third, in having larger nuclei. 
These changes are in general, fairly evident in a sagittal section. 
The next stage observed was the partial envelopment of the 
photogenic fat-bodies by a layer of yellowish-brown material, 
staining much like plasma or dermis (figs. 17, 18, and 24). This 
does not seem to be a secretion from the fat-body as it lies wholly 
outside the latter. It is at f ist  fairly homogenous, save that 
there are small black particles along the inner border. It is 
not improbable that this cap-like layer partially enveloping the 
fat-body and diminishing in thickness along the edges, is formed 
from material in the blood, which, together with certain haemo- 
cytes, has been attracted to one side of the fat-body by some 
substance, and has thus come partially to invest it. 
The fact that the blood-cells (figs. 17 and 18) are almost 
always in contact with this investment and not applied else- 
where to the fat-body, would seem to indicate that these bodies 
exert a certain attraction. Here also coagulated plasma gathers 
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in the form of yellowish-brown granules. The affinity of phago- 
cytes for the fat-body is a common feature during the meta- 
morphosis of insects. It is chimed that phagocytes may pene- 
trate the fat-body itself, but this does not occur in the case under 
consideration. It must not be supposed that the photogenic 
fat-spheres alone are thus affected, nor perhaps that they all 
have such an investment. On the contrary, partial investment 
and attraction of haemocytes is f a r  more common in the fat- 
spheres of the thoracic region and is rather infrequent elsewhere. 
Probably the explanation for this is that in the thorax and in 
the photogenic area, and perhaps also at the caudal extremity, 
histolysis and histogenesis are much more vigorous than else- 
where. In the head and thorax, at the time of pupation there 
is a great alteration in the musculature and in the appendages, 
and some in the nervous system, as well as a great alteration in 
the body form, but these changes are not so pronounced in the 
abdominal region, at least as regards the musculature. The 
photogenic mass with its extensive tracheation must be quickly 
built up over a large area. It is the direct product of the fat- 
body, as we shall presently see. The haemocytes, FB, associated 
with these fat-bodies are quite different-usually in size and 
certainly in appearance-from the segmental blood-cells (figs. 
17 and 18). They were not recognized in larvae of the first instar, 
where the segmental blood-cells were quite marked, but occurred 
very abundantly in large larvae and in pupae. While the seg- 
mental blood-cells are comparatively local, and perhaps rather 
inactive, the fat-haemocytes, as we may term the others, have a 
far more scattered distribution throughout the body and are 
frequently in contact with some tissue. The segmental haemo- 
cytes are on the average larger (8-13 micra), more regularly 
rounded, deeply-staining granular cells, with large nuclei and 
few or no vacuoles; the fat haemocytes on the other hand, are 
usually smaller (5.8-12 micra), decidedly vacuolated and there- 
fore of lighter color, with smaller, often irregular nuclei, and 
though commonly spherical or nearly so, they frequently ex- 
hibit amoeboid processes. 
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In later stages they often mass together, thus somewhat re- 
sembling a tissue. They are intimately connected with the fat- 
body at certain stages and evidently play an important part in 
the histolysis of muscles, especially those of the thorax. In 
this region they apply themselves closely to the muscle tissue, 
though none was found penetrating or ingesting it. Except for 
their smaller size and the often more irregular shape of their 
nuclei they much resemble incipient fat-cells. They are natu- 
rally more abundant in the pupal stage than at any other time. 
Blood-cells were very seldom found in the process of division, 
and when in this condition it was difficult to determine the kind 
of haemocyte which was under observation. 
The partially investing cap as well as the fat haemocytes 
seem to be instrumental in the breaking up of the fat-body, 
either into separate cells, as is largely the case in the luminous 
tissue, or into scattered food particles for the various organs, 
as was noticeable in the head and thorax. It is noteworthy 
that in the case of the photogenic fat-spheres the investment is 
usually on the side next to the alimentary tract, so that when 
the fat-cells are liberated they are able immediately to migrate 
to the body wall and there form the photogenic layers. By the 
inflection of the cap or investment, the fat-sphere is squeezed 
or constricted at that point till the thin membrane opposite can 
no longer withstand the pressure, when as a result the fat cells 
are ejected in masses (fig. 24), and presumably also singly. The 
pressure exerted often serves greatly to attenuate the nuclei, 
but no cell division could be detected during the process. Very 
rarely, and then only in the case of a thoracic fat-sphere, were 
the cells seen to be liberated through a rupture of the cap. 
Vogel ('13) has described the breaking up of the fat-body in 
Lampyris noctiluca, to form the photogenic tissue. The envelope 
of the fat-body is ruptured, probably through the activity of 
neighboring leucocytes, and from the old membraneless nuclei 
of the fat cells arise new ones which are richer in chromatin and 
possess a distinct nuclear membrane. One might say that the 
nuclei regenerate, for here there is considerable mitosis, espe- 
cially on that side of the photogenic fat-bodies which is nearest 
the hypodermis.) 
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As the fat cells become more and more expelled, the invest- 
ment thickens and the number of fat haemocytes often increases 
to such an extent that in their crowded condition they become 
noticeably squeezed and attenuated, and form a mass several 
rows deep (fig. IS), the outer haemocytes being more rounded, 
the inner closely applied, in a roughly radial fashion to the 
investment. They frequently contain fine yellowish granules, 
such as occur in the fat and also constitute the blood plasma. 
The ultimate fate of the investment and what may remain of 
the fat-body within was not definitely ascertained. I often 
found in sagittal sections through the thorax of pupating larvae, 
groups of much reduced investments ( I ,  fig. 19) circular or 
U-shape in outline, according to the section, and sometimes 
containing a network of cytoplasm or a few proteid granules 
and what seemed to be waste matter. Such investments were 
still at least partially surrounded by the much vacuolated fat 
haemocytes whose irregular outlines and frequently attenuated 
and eccentric nuclei would seem to indicate a degenerating 
condition. It appears probable that the investments disappear 
before the adult condition is reached. They were not well 
definsd in the less studied Photuris larvae. 
The photogenic fat cells which are set free in this manner 
are large. Their nuclei soon round up considerably. They still 
contain the large blue-staining prot,eid bodies so conspicuous in 
the fat-body proper. The cells (P, fig. 25), as yet undifferen- 
tiated, migrate to the body wall and apply themselves to the 
hypodermis, H ,  where they form an uneven layer. Even at  
this early stage of development in pupating larvae, some of the 
tracheal branches, arising from the large stigmatic stem invagi- 
nated from segments six and seven, push through the photogenic 
tissue, even to the hypodermis. But the tracheae in the photo- 
genic tissue are not yet differentiated, for they resemble those 
in other portions of the body (T. figs. 24,25 and 27). In a later 
stage (fig. 27), it is three or more cells deep, and, though the 
mass is still rather indefinite, it begins to show a differentiation 
into two layers. The cells have become denser, containing as 
they do rat8her sparse little pale yellow granules and a fine net- 
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work of cytoplasm. The nuclei, though large, are not so sharply 
outlined. Furthermore, many of the blue-staining proteid bodies 
have disappeared. Vogel (’13) in speaking of the contents of 
the fat cells of Lampyris larvae, mentions these albuminous 
granules as the chief inclusions. This reserve material he says, 
much resembles in staining and refraction the yolk spheres inthe 
egg. He describes the transformations of the albuminous inclo- 
sions of the fat cells into the photogenic granules as follows, 
p. 331: 
Von Wichtigkeit ist nun das Schicksal dieser Dotterkiigelchen in 
den zur Bildung der Leuchtorgane bestimmten ‘Fettzellen.’ Dieselben 
werden namlichwohl unter Einwerkung von Enzymen-zerstrummert, 
wobei Vacuolen (Wasser?) in ihnen auftreten. Die Bruchstiicke werden 
sodann immer kleiner, undschliesslich kommt es dahin, dass wir in 
den Licht produzierenden Leuchtzellen nur ganz feine eosinophile 
Granula vorfhden, dass wohl, da sie sich in jedem Leuchtgewebe der 
Lampyriden finden, den ‘Leuchtstoff’ raprasentieren diirften. 
I have been unable to account for the disappearance of the 
blue-staining proteid granules (albuminous inclusions) in this 
manner. It seems to me as if they were first dissolved and used 
up as food and that the smaller, photogenic inclusions were but 
the indirect product of the first, just as this reserve material 
contributes to the formation of various tissues in other parts 
of the body.) The outer photogenic (peripheral) cells-those 
which are the seat of luminescence-are already larger than 
those of the scarcely differentiated upper or reflector layer. 
Nerves, presumably from the last two abdominal ganglia (as in 
Photinus marginellus, as described by Townsend) and supplying 
the photogenic tissue, were found at about this stage. They 
were few in number and quite slender. A4 single branching 
nerve extended to a tracheal invagination and could be followed 
up to the photogenic tissue, which it penetrated. Bongardt 
(’03) states that in Lampyris splendidula he found nerve fibres 
in the tracheal end-cells. Geipel (’15), who gives good detailed 
descriptions and illustrations of the light-organs of Photinus 
marginellatus and Pyrophorus noctiluca, has found in the former 
insect a fine nerve penetrating the tracheal end-cells and going 
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into the nucleus. This is noteworthy, especially from a physio- 
logical standpoint, for it indicates that the end-cells are the 
important mechanism for stimulating the light production. 
In the newly-formed pupa a decided advance in development 
is observed (fig. 28). The two layers can now be clearly sepa- 
rated. The cells of the photogenic layer, P, are more spherical, 
have increased in size and in density of contents, and the nuclei, 
though larger, are less sharply defined. All of the blue and 
brown granules, once so abundant, have disappeared, and, owing 
to  a fine knotted network of cytoplasm, the cells have a rather 
granular aspect. It seems probable that the cells of both layers 
divide, since the cells of the fat-spheres involved in the formation 
of the organ seem not to be sufficiently numerous to preclude a 
later proliferation. The cells of the luminous layer are larger 
and rather more regularly arranged than those of the non- 
photogenic layer, U ,  which has resolved itself into several layers 
of smaller, clearer, more or less flattened cells. 
The differentiation of these two layers is further accentuated 
by the development of the 'tracheal end-cells' which are almost 
certainly formed from the tracheal epithelium in the lower or 
photogenic layer. Tracheal end-cells, so named by Max Schulze 
('65) who studied exhaustively the light-organs of the European 
Lampyris splendidula, are cells whose cytoplasm envelop, at 
least basally, the tracheoles or fine terminal, capillary tubules 
of the trachez. The tracheoles, though chitinous, lack the 
taenidial thickenings characteristic of tracheae. Figure 23 illus- 
trates a tracheal end-cell, modified from a sketch by Lund ('11), 
of the photogenic layer. Holmgren ('95) uses the term 'transi- 
tion cell' (ubergangszelle) for these end-cells, since he claims 
that they are not the terminal cells, for there exist other very 
small and elongate cells distad to them. Townsend ('04) uses 
Holmgren's term. At any rate it seems reasonably certain that 
the tracheal end-cells are really terminal in the Lampyridae. 
(Tracheal end-cells are not peculiar to the photogenic organs of 
insects but occur in other tissues, such as the spinning glands 
of Lepidoptera, in the Malpighian tubules of Hydrophilus piceus 
(Schneider, '02), in the fat-body (Schneider, '02, Thulin, '08) , 
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in the crop of Blattidae (Petrunkewitsch, '99), etc. Geipel ('15) 
however was unable to find distinct tracheal end-cells in the 
luminous elaterid (Pyrophorus noctiluca) . The end-cells have 
their cytoplasm continuous with the tracheal epithelium on the 
one hand, and on the other, spread far along the tracheoles, if 
they do not entirely envelop the latter. 
In general, the tracheze (T, fig. 28) which supply the light- 
organ, extend transversely from spiracle to spiracle and are con- 
nected by lateral branches, well illustrated by Geipel ('15), over 
the dorsal layer and send down numerous, usually vertical 
branches through the organ. The epithelium which invests and 
secretes the chitinous intima of the tracheae, is, in the non- 
photogenic layer, as elsewhere without the organ, rather thick, 
with numerous deeply-staining nuclei which lie parallel to the 
length of the chitinous tube itself, already being secreted at 
this stage. In the photogenic layer however, the tracheal epi- 
thelium is much thicker (E ,  fig. 28), for here the cells are not 
parallel to the length of the tube but have their long axis at 
right angles to it. The nuclei are in the distal portion of the 
cells. It is in this region that the tracheal end-cells are formed. 
They occur on the numerous little lateral branches which radiate 
from the vertical trunks (EC, fig. 29), and are close together or 
contiguous, thus forming a sort of outer cylinder investing the 
now thin tracheal epithelium on the one hand, and on the other, 
closely applied to the surrounding photogenic cells. The tracheoles 
most commonly bifurcate and anastomose, and may often appear 
in cross section as thick rings between the photogenic cells. 
Geipel ('15) who has carefully studied the end-cells in Photinus 
marginellatus, concludes that the capillary ends blindly in the 
middle of the end-cell; that there is no direct connection between 
this capillary and the processes of the end-cell, that these pro- 
cesses do not anastomose, and finally that the latter are inter- 
cellular. Having no osmic acid fixations of this material I am 
unable to add anything to these disputed points, except that I 
have found no end-cell processes penetrating the photogenic 
cells, but have found them to be intercellular. These processes, 
a t  least in a number of cases, almost certainly do anastomose, 
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and this is a common occurrence in end-cells elsewhere than in 
the light-organ. This can be shown in fresh preparations treated 
with caustic potash. 
In a freshly formed pupa the tracheal end-cells have not yet 
been differentiated from the thick tracheal epithelium, but cell 
division seems to be more frequent in the portion of the epi- 
thelium immersed in the photogenic layer than elsewhere along 
the trunk, and it is likely that some of these dividing cells ulti- 
mately migrate from their original position along the main trunk, 
beyond the small branches containing taenidia and secrete the 
branching tracheoles. The fact that the tracheal epithelium is 
especially thick in the photogenic layer would seem to strengthen 
this interpretation. (Geipel found some tracheal end-cells in 
the urate or upper layer of the light-organ of Photinus mar- 
ginellatus). Still the examination of numerous sections has 
failed to reveal two sorts of tracheal cells such as occur in the 
adult. 
The photogenic organ, when in the process of formation, fre- 
quently suggests a hypodermal origin, for it is then rather struc- 
tureless and closely applied to the body wall. Indeed some 
sections show the hypodermis sending up extensions between 
the cells of the organ. This is perhaps one of the reasons why 
Dubois ('98) believes that the photogenic organ, at  least in 
Pyrophorus noctiluca and in Lampyris noctiluca, is derived by 
direct proliferation from the underlying hypodermis. 1 t seems 
t.0 me more logical to suppose that, as in Photuris and Photinus 
and Lampyris, the light-organ of all Lampyridae is derived from 
the fat-body. But unless a complete series of the developniental 
stages is at hand, it is unsafe to speculate on the origin of the 
light-organ. A careful examination of the initial stages, I am 
sure, will convince anyone that the hypodermis has nothing t o  
do with the formation of the light-organ and is distinctly sepa- 
rated from it. The cells of the hypodermis contain no blue- 
staining proteid granules as do the photogenic cells at first (figs. 
25 and 27), and they also appear much too small to give rise 
to these large cells. 
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The fat haemocytes were not found to enter or become en- 
gulfed in the light-organ, though they could often be seen lying 
near or against it (FB, fig. 28) In this figure the organ is not 
yet functional, as two or more days in the pupal stage are required 
before the photogenic power is apparent. By that time the 
tracheal end-cells are sufficiently developed to supply the neces- 
sary amount of oxygen. In the adult firefly the two layers of 
the organ (U  and P, fig. 29) are so different in appearance as 
almost to preclude the possibility of a common origin. They 
are not separated by a membrane and no intermediate condi- 
tions between the two layers were observed. The upper or 
urate layer, U, still much resembles adipose tissue, the cell 
boundaries are well marked and the nuclei distinct, at least in 
the beginning when the pale granular deposit (urate?) is small. 
The cells of the lower or photogenic layer, P, have become filled 
with small photogenic granules (0.29-0.58 micra in diameter) 
thus obscuring the nuclei to a certain extent. These granules 
are black and are not distinctly spherical; they gradually increase 
in number and soon render the cells very dark and often obscure 
their outlines. But the cell peripheries contain no such granules 
and are therefore much clearer in color. The tracheoles were 
not found to penetrate the photogenic cells, but the processes 
were observed to bifurcate and sometimes to anastomose. They 
are best studied when prepared in caustic potash or osniic acid. 
Max Schultze ('65) on treating the capillaries of the tracheal 
end-cells with gold chloride, found them l o  be hollow to the 
end, and in life to contain a liquid. 
A horizontal section through the photogenic layer shows thick 
blackish rings forming a sort of network. These rings represent 
the photogenic cells, separated one from another by pale thin 
lines. Within each ring is another pale brownish one repre- 
senting the tracheal end-cells and epithelium, while the central 
clear space is the vertical trachea. A freshly dissected organ, 
as seen from the ventral side, shows a somewhat reversed condi- 
tion, for here the ring of photogenic cells, and probably also the 
tracheal end-cells, will be found luminous and the enclosed area, 
the tracheal cylinder, non-luminous. 
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The two vertical muscle bundles (M, fig. 26) which partly 
divide each photogenic organ, persist, with some changes, from 
the larva to the imago. 
The adult photogenic organs of Photinus have been well de- 
scribed and illustrated by Townsend ('04), and Lund ('ll), and 
by Geipel ('15) in Europe. 
The larval light-organs begin to  deteriorate at least in the 
pupal stage; the photogenic layer seems to be the first to break 
up with a disappearance of the nuclei, the layer becoming filled 
with small black granules or rods. Evidently this is the con- 
dition of the photogenic organ (fig. 30) in the adult Ellychnia 
corusca, a lampyrid not held to be luminous in the mature state. 
Dubois ('98) in speaking of the European Lampyris noctiluca, 
says, p. 321 : "Les organes larvaire persisteront apr&s la trans- 
formation de la nymphe, soit en insecte mble, soit en insecte 
femelle; . . . . 7, 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LARVAL PHOTOGENIC ORGANS I?; 
PHOTURIS PENNSYLVANICUS 
Owing to the minuteness of this organ, and to the inferior 
differentiation of the embryonic tissues, the development of the 
larval light-organs could not be followed with the detail and 
degree of certitude which the growth of the adult light-organ 
permitted. It is evident however that as a definite structure, 
it is formed quite late in the development of the embryo, i.e., 
when the latter lies in the final curled-up position (fig. 45). It 
is not improbable that in the earlier stages the light, being 
diffuse, arises from the yolk granules. Vogel ('13) has made 
some observations on the development of the photogenic organs 
in the embryo Lampyris noctiluca. He recognises the fatty 
origin of the organs, and suggests that the source of luminescence 
is in the yolk, which in its changes, etc., much resembles the 
proteid inclusions of the fat-body in old larvae. He studied 
the light-organs in late embryos (18 days incubation) and states 
&hat they do not arise from imaginal discs. 
It is only late in the embryonic development that the two 
larval lights are discernible through the egg-shell. Long after 
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the oenocytes, whose compact and appressed segmental clusters 
(OE, fig. 51) much suggest light-organs, have migrated from the 
body wall into the body cavity, and the fat-body and haemo- 
cytes have become differentiated, but before the cuticula and 
hairs have appeared, the photogenic organ (0, fig. 15) is discern- 
ible as a compact mass of rather large, distinct and well-nucleated 
cells, lying on each side iii the eighth abdominal segment, between 
the anterior end of the segment and its tracheal invagination. 
The organ is closely applied to the hypodermis, but is neverthe- 
less distinct, though the hypodermis is quite thin where it is in 
contact with the organ. This fact might suggest that the hypo- 
dermis gave rise to the light-organ, but the former is of variable 
thickness and its cells are quite unlike the nearest cells in the 
light-organ. These moreover, do not appear to be the youngest 
cells, as should be the case were they of hypodermal origin, as 
Dubois affirms of Lampyris noctiluca. On the other hand, the 
inner cells, i.e., those nearest the fat-body, which appears almost 
as a syncyiial mass, greatly resemble those fat cells ( A ,  fig. 15) 
with which they are in contact. They are more vacuolated here 
and this suggests their fatty origin. The whole cell-mass is 
approximately spherical and measures about 17 by 21 micra. 
The cells for the most part are already differentiated from the 
fat-body, as their protoplasm is denser and contains small yellow- 
ish-brown granules. The cells are also smaller in size. No 
tracheae as yet penetrate the organ, nor could nerves be found 
in connection with it. A large cylinder of tracheal epithelium 
T, is near, but has as yet secreted very little or no chitin. The 
stage of development above described could be found in but a 
single specimen. The cells indicated a spiral arrangement and 
gave no indication of the two layers. No blue-staining proteids 
occurred either in the fat cells or in the light-organ; the yolk 
mass probably furnished much of the food material. 
A considerably later stage of development (fig. 14) is to be 
found in the well-chitinized larva, with hair, spines and appen- 
dages completely or nearly completely developed. Such larvae 
are capable of moving within the egg-shell, and their photogenic 
organs appear through the latter as two points of light. The 
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tracheae, T ,  have already been secreted by the flattened epi- 
thelial cells. 
The light-organ, which is now quite free from the underlying 
hypodermis, has assumed a slightly oblong form, and is held in 
position at several points by membranous strands resembling 
connective tissue. An outer, somewhat paler layer of cells, U ,  
is now obscurely visible, and appears to surround the entire, 
denser inner mass, P, the true photogenic tissue. This seems 
to be more reticulate than granulate, though in neither zone are 
the cells themselves clearly discernible, as in the earlier stage, 
though their nuclei are regular and distinct. It is probable that 
by this time the organ is functional. It is supplied by a trachea 
and perhaps a nerve. The fat cells ( A ,  fig. 14) are large and 
vacuolated, with somewhat collapsed nuclei, and contain no 
blue granules such as are found later. They sometimes lie free 
in the body cavity like haemocytes, but may also be united into 
masses. The fat-extruding or -squeezing process through the 
agency of a partial encasement, described in old larvae and in 
pupae of Photinus consanguineus, was not observed to take place 
in the embryo, but such a process seems unnecessary here, since 
the fat-body has many free cells and is otherwise of a much looser 
structure than in the later stages. The organ now measures 
about 24 by 34 micra. 
In the second-year larva the organ (fig. 16) is about 577 rnicra 
in its longer and 451 micra in its shorter diameter, and is broader 
than high. The whole is enclosed in a delicate, non-cellular 
membrane by which it is secured to  the attenuated hypodermis 
and there flattened. The hypodermis is now very much thinner 
than the cuticula. The two layers are well differentiated, but 
it is evident that the organ is by no means as definitely and 
highly developed as in the adult. While the light-organ is under 
control of the larva, in that it can be extinguished and made to  
glow, this operation is incomparably slower and therefore less 
perfect than in the adult, where the stimuli are apparently to 
a large extent transmitted through the optic nerve, a structure 
which is of course also better developed in the adult. 
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The inner layer (or rather, mass) is surrounded dorsally and 
laterally by the thinner outer sheet, and is ventrally applied to 
the hypodermis, its cells are ill-defined, with distinct nuclei, 
and the cytoplasm contains numerous, very fine black granu- 
lations, about 0.29 to 0.58 micra, which are thus of the same size 
as those in the adult light-organ. This photogenic mass is quite 
distihctly separated from the rather clear, more feebly staining 
outer sheet, which is one or two cells in thickness, the outer 
being tall and columnar and radially arranged around the center 
of the organ. These cells of the outer (reflector) layer are all 
well-defined and filled with small pale granules. At  least one 
large tracheal branch and one fair-sized nerve (T  and N ,  fig. 13, 
Photinus consanguineus) enter the outer and penetrate the inner 
mass by a well-defined pore. The nerve is a branch from the 
most ventral of the three pairs which proceed from the last 
(eighth) abdominal ganglion. The latter is situated in the fifth 
abdominal segment. The trachea involved branched consider- 
ably within the organ, and terminated as tracheoles (fig. 22) of 
much slenderer proportions than those in the adult light-organs 
(fig. 23). No end-cells were found. The capillaries or tracheoles 
extend throughout the photogenic mass in an intricate and 
irregular fashion, so that the tracheal cylinders are not evident. 
The larval light-organs are essentially similar in Photinus and 
Photuris. When freshly dissected the dorsal layer is dead white, 
and the lower a sort of very pale yellowish green or gray and 
semi-translucent. 
PHYSIOLOGY OF T H E  PHOTOGENIC OKGANS 
It is needless to say the study of photogenic organs from a 
physiological standpoint has proved to be a subject of unusual 
interest, especially since it suggests, even to the casual observer, 
the possibility, however remote, of using the luminous powers 
in the organic world. The fact that “no sensible heat accom- 
panies the fireflies’ light,” and that “nature produces this cheapest 
light at  about 1/400 part of the cost of the energy which is ex- 
pended in the candle flame” (Langley and Very, ’go), opens a 
very inviting field in both pure and applied science. 
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The photogenic organs in fireflies (Lampyridae) and the neo- 
tropical elaters of the genus Pyrophorus are perhaps the most 
efficient and highly specialized of all photogenic tissues, and for 
this reason, as well as because of their general abundance they 
have for years been the favorite objects of study in this field. 
Forster (’82) advanced the hypothesis that the luminous mate- 
rial of the Lamypridae was phosphorus dissolved in the animal 
fluids. He found that the Lampyridae shone more intensely in 
pure oxygen than in air. 
According to Lindemann (’63), Treviranus explained the lumi- 
nescence in these insects by stating that the fat-body absorbed 
phosphorus. Treviranus (’18) says, p. 109: “Der Einfluss des 
Thiers auf das Leuchten geschieht mittelbar, durch das Athem- 
holem,” and further: ‘‘ Das Ausstrohmen des Lichts hangt daher 
von der Wilkuhr des Kafers ab.” Treviranus found no nerves 
going to the luminescent mass. 
Another of the older explanations of the phenomenon of light 
production, is, according to Lindemann, that held in the begin- 
ning of the nineteenth century, by Monti, Carradori and Bec- 
caria, who thought that fireflies were light-absorbers (thus com- 
parable to certain minerals) in having the power to take in the 
sunlight, and in the night, to give it out again. 
Michael Faraday (’14) made some interesting observations on 
the luminescence of the flrefly and glow-worm. He was of the 
opinion that the light “has a dependence on the respiration” 
. . . . and that the light-giving power seemed to depend 
“more on the chemical nature of the substance than upon the 
vital powers of the animal.” He found no sensible heat accom- 
panying this production of light. 
From the middle of the last century, with the advance in 
chemical and physiological research and the perfection of the 
microscope, the phosphorus theory was soon abandoned, to  be 
replaced to a large extent by one of the oxidation of an albu- 
minous substance, and this with some modifications is the gen- 
eral view of the present day. 
As early as 1857, von Kolliker was able to analyze the two 
component layers of the photogenic organ, the inner or non- 
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luminous layer of opaque (weisse) cells containing birefractive 
crystals of ammonium urate, and the outer (blasse) clear cell 
layer containing an albuminous substance. Von Kolliker found 
both nerves and tracheae branching into the lower (outer) layer. 
He states that the luminescence is the accompaniment of the 
oxidation of the luminous material and that this oxidation is 
under the direct influence of the nervous system. 
Lindemann ('63) states that the so-called phosphorescent 
spheres (Phosphorkugeln) are found in the fat-body of all in- 
sects, where they never shine, though their chemical composition 
is the same, and concludes that these bodies are not the real seat 
of luminescence. 
Schultze ('65), and OwsjannikoG ('68) made important physio- 
logical contributions, the former making good use of osmic acid 
for the finer study of the tracheal end-cells. 
Heinemann ('86), among others, recognizes that moisture and 
oxygen are essential for the light-production and thinks that the 
light is not ascribable to the living protoplasm itself but to one 
of its products, which shines on contact with oxygen brought 
in by the tracheal capillaries. The light process goes hand in 
hand with the production of a brownish-yellow material which 
is diffusely distributed in the cell material. 
Seaman ('91) says that the phosphorescence in the firefly 
coincides with the inspiration and exhalation and not with the 
movements of the heart. He devotes much space to the chem- 
istry and physiology of the light-organs. He says, p. 143: "It 
is by means of the muscles that act as intermediaries that the 
nerves regulate the photogenic function." Respiration, he says 
is only an indirect control. 
Dubois ('98), in his extensive studies on animal luminescence, 
holds views quite different from the men of his day and of the 
present time who have studied the phenomenon. He states that 
the cells of the upper or non-photogenic layer are nothing more 
than the cells of the luminous zone which have undergone his- 
tolysis. He does not attribute to oxygen the primary role but 
only the capacity it plays in other tissues (reducing agent), and 
holds that the luminescence is caused by the conflict of two sub- 
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stances, the first he calls luciferase, resembling an enzyme and 
resulting from the granular degeneration of bioproteon in the 
photogenic cells, the second substance he calls luciferine, which 
he obtained in an impure state (and had not then analyzed) he 
thinks occurs in the blood throughout the body, and considers 
it to be non-living material, inasmuch as it can withstand tem- 
peratures incompatible with life, with the addition of oxygen 
and water. (Later (’11) Dubois abandoned these two terms, 
which he states were provisional and which gave rise to disputes 
of a compromising nature.) As a passageway for the blood 
carrying the luciferine to the photogenic organ he figures large 
spaces or cracks in.the latter. The existence of such spaces 
seems improbable, as they do not appear to have been observed 
by any of the subsequent students. Lund (’11) believes that 
the spaces are “nothing but the region of the vertical cylinders 
and tracheae which sometimes do not stain readily.” Dubois 
bases his conclusions largely on the luminous bivalve mollusc, 
Pholas dactylus L. 
Wielowiejski (’S2) thought that the tracheal end-cells in the 
luminous layer, as well as their tracheal matrix were analagous 
to the, red blood-corpuscles of vertebrates. The oxygen of the 
air going into the tracheal capillaries would be absorbed and 
given over to the proper photogenic cell. The nervous system 
would excite the parenchyma (photogenic) cells to secrete, and 
photogeny would be a process of simple oxidation. 
Bongardt (’03) repeated the various experiments of Dubois 
but obtained somewhat different results. He holds that Dubois’ 
experiments were often of too short duration, and perhaps the 
gases used too impure to give trustworthy results. Bongardt 
made an extensive study of the physiology and the finer struc- 
tures of the photogenic organ. He found many nerve processes 
entering the photogenic layer, following the tracheae, but unlike 
Owsjannikow, never found nerves penetrating the cells them- 
selves, although he did find them penetrating the tracheal end- 
cells. He considers the luminescence in the Lampyridae to be 
a secondary phenomenon. 
Kuhnt (’07) suggests that possibly the light produced by 
Lampyridae is bacterial. 
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Dahlgren and Kepner (’08) say with reference to the tissues 
of photogenesis that: “The power is probably a specialization of 
the same or similar processes to those that produce heat, motion, 
and electricity.” They do not accept the theories of Dubois 
and do not consider the luciferine of the blood, but oxygen, the 
reducing agent in photogeny. Of the luciferase of Dubois they 
say: “It can be seen in sections and teased cells as a collection 
of granules that stain very readily and retain the stain withgreat 
tenacity.” 
Lund (’11) studied the light-organs in fireflies from a struc- 
tural and physiologicrtl point of view. He is of the opinion that 
the process of photogenesis is dependent upon the presence of a 
substance, probably of the nature of a reductase, in the presence 
of water and axygen, and that it is probably an oxidation process. 
He determined that the dorsal layer of the photogenic organ 
became “the repositories for the waste product” (of the lower 
layer) and that 
From the facts concerning the relation, in amount, of the granular 
deposit in the dorsal and ventral layers it is evident that we are to 
consider the granules of the photogenic cells as a t  least one if not the 
main source from which the crystalline (urate) deposit is derived. 
. . . . From a study of the dried photogenic material we at  once 
see, as others have long ago pointed out, that the immediate process 
of light production is not dependent upon the protoplasm of the cell 
but upon the interactions between formed substances. 
Harvey (’14) studied the chemical nature of the luminous 
material of the firefly and believes that the phosphorescence is 
due to the oxidation of some substance formed in the cells of 
the animal. He says in part: “I  can state definitely that the 
‘luciferine’ of the common firefly is not a true fat or any fat-like 
body such as lecithin. . . . . The material is therefore in- 
soluble in fat solvents. . . . . It is most likely a protein 
but belongs among the proteins insoluble in water.” 
Pierantoni (’14), and Buchner (’14), think that the photogenic 
organ may be a luminous bacterial structure. Buchner states 
that in bacterial symbiosis in Coleoptera thus far observed, the 
infection is through the mouth of the insect. (Dubois has made 
numerous attempts to determine if possible whether the photo- 
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genic granules were bacteria, by trying to make cultures of these 
granules in a number of different media. All his results were 
negative.) 
Geipel ('15) who has published perhaps the best account of 
the structure of the photogenic organs in beetles, agrees with 
Bongardt when he says that the nerves to the photogenic layer 
terminate in the tracheal end-cells and not in the photogenic 
cells. Thus it would seem that the oxidation process for photo- 
genesis is activated through the agency of these end-cells. 
It seems clear that while the photogenic organ in the Lam- 
pyridce is derived from adipose tissue, the luminous substance 
itself is not fat-like, but is probably a protein contained in 
modified fat cells (the luminous layer) in the form of minute 
dark-staining granules. Such granules evidently occur in all true 
photogenic tissue. 
Almost numberless experiments have been performed with 
fireflies to determine if possible the manner as well as the pur- 
pose of the light production. An old and important discovery 
is that when the photogenic organ when dissected out and dried, 
it will, months thereafter, shine in the presence of air and mois- 
ture, showing that these substances are essential to luminescence, 
and that the process may be independent of living protoplasm. 
But the very fact that it is produced by protoplasm (plus oxida- 
tion) which is not generally admitted to be a merely physico- 
chemical combination, would necessarily entail a vital activity 
of some sort. That the luminescence is controlled directly by 
the nervous system and not immediately through muscular activ- 
ity (abdominal respiratory movements) seems clear from experi- 
ment as well as from the fact that glandular structures in general 
(including the electric organs of fishes) are dependent for their 
activity upon nerve control. Luminous organs may also respond 
locally to mechanical stimuli. I t  is easy to determine that the 
respiratory movements do not correspond to  the periodicity of 
the light, and as Lund and others have shown, there is no special 
musculature for the photogenic tissue. Nor does it seem prob- 
able that the light is controlled by the flow of blood, as claimed 
by Dubois. This could hardly account for the rapid and well- 
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defined flashes of light and would necessitate the control by a 
well developed system of muscles of large passages (which do not 
exist) in the light-organ. Lund severed the nerve cord of Pho- 
turis and found that the insect lost control of the photogenic 
organ; at  most a faint residual glow persisting after the opera- 
tion. In a similar experiment on the larva of this insect I found 
that the light would quickly lose its brilliancy and finally dis- 
appear. 
That the luminous substance is at certain periods also in a 
diffuse condition, i.e., not confined to n light-organ, is evident 
if one examine eggs which are not far developed. This diffuse 
condition is still better shown in pupating larvae and in pupae 
of Photuris pennsylvanica, and it even prevails in freshly hatched 
adults, where it is more clearly visible in non-pigmented areas, 
as at  the sides of the pronotum. Effulgent pupae were cut in 
three pieces to make sure that the glow was general. Dissections 
showed points of light (granules) such as occur in the true photo- 
genic layer. This diffuse light was more pronounced in the 
head and thorax, and did not supplant the true photogenic organs 
at  any time. The dorsal vessel had no effulgence and it seems 
probable that the luminous granules are distributed at' such 
times also in the yellowish-white fat-body which pervades the 
insect. Such a glow seems, so to speak, to be a necessary accom- 
paniment of the rapid metabolism which takes place at  this 
stage, and subsides as the development becomes the more com- 
plete. 
Dubois (1886, p. 100) says, that at  the moment of meta- 
morphosis in the larva of Pyrophorus and in the pupa of Lam- 
pyris (when histolysis is much more rapid than at any other 
time) a diffuse glow spreads over the body. No such luminous 
phenomenon was observed in the larva and pups of Photinus. 
It does not seem probable that these diffused photogenic granules 
finally collect in the light-organs, as do for example the bacteria 
in the mycetoms of Homoptera, but that they are used upin 
situ, the granules of the photogenic layer being formed in the 
cells of that organ itself. 
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The spectrum of the firefly has been studied by a number of 
men, among whom are Young ('70), Langley and Very ('go), and 
Dubois ('98). To quote Young: 
The spectrum given by tlic light of the common firefly of New 
Hampshire (Photinus) is perfectly continuous, without trace of either 
bright or dark. It extends from a little above Fraunhofer's line C, in 
the scarlet, to about F, in the blue, gradually fading out a t  the ex- 
tremities . . . . prccisely this portion of the spectrum is com- 
posed of rays, which, while they inore powerfully than any others 
affect the organs of vision, produce hardly any thermal or actinic 
effect. 
By dissecting out the light-organs in living specimens and then 
observing the same through the spectroscope a weak spectrum 
was obtained; by adding hydrogen peroxide to the photogenic 
organs the light, apparently unchanged in color, became more 
intense and steadier. 
The purpose of the photogenic organs in insects has been 
much studied. McDermott and Mast, among others, consider 
the luminescence in the Lampyridae to bea secondary sexual 
character. Others offer the explanation that they furnish pro- 
tection to the insect in their warning or intermittent light emis- 
sions. Olivier has made some interesting observations upon the 
secondary sexual characters of these insects and shows that there 
is a definite relation between the development of the photogenic 
organs, the eyes, and the antennae. It is the combination of 
these, and perhaps other organs which constitute a composite 
sexual character. 
Inasmuch as the larvae of many Lampyridae at  least, are 
gregarious, in that they inhabit defined areas, it is possible that 
in this case, luminescence may assist in the preservation of the 
colony. 
The adults of luminous Lampyridae are known to have a rather 
well-marked periodicity in exercising their photogenic powers, 
shining normally in the evening and not being long deceived 
when placed during the day, in darkness. But Photinus pyralis 
has been known to fly and to scintillate in the darkness caused 
by the approach of a heavy thunder shower (see Laurent, Ent. 
News, XXV, p. 334, 1914). But the larva of Photuris seem to 
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have this character of periodicity less pronounced than the adult. 
Some of these larvae on being placed at  11 a.m. into a dark room, 
emerged from their hiding places, and while not glowing with 
their usual brilliancy, walked about and fed as if the evening were 
a t  hand. 
NOTES ON THE EMBRYOLOGY OF PHOTURIS PENNSYLVANICUS 
The egg (fig. 31) is subspherical, pale lemon yellow, and 
measures about 784 by 677 micra in diameters. It has three 
envelopes; first, a thin outer membrane which encloses many fine 
oil-like drops and gives the surface a granular aspect; second, 
the chorion, the stoutest and firmest of the envelopes; and third, 
the vitelline membrane, a secretion of the egg itself. The dor- 
sal and ventral sides of the egg appear similar, but thelonger 
axis evidently marks the anterior and posterior poles. I could 
find but a single micropyle, and this was to  one side of the pre- 
sumably anterior pole. 
I have no stage which shows the formation of the blastoderm, 
or peripheral cell layer. Figure 32 is a section through an early 
blastoderm stage. No cell walls are visible, the cells being 
flattened against the vitelline membrane on the one hand, and 
on the other they bulge inwardly. The vitellophags or yolk 
cells ( V ,  fig. 32, and fig. 42) are considerably larger than the 
blastoderm cells, and are often amoeboid or stellate. They are 
not very abundant in the stage figured, but later they increase 
in number, and doubtless, through the agency of protoplasmic 
processes, form an extensive netswork. 
Embryonic envelopes. The amnion and the serosa appear be- 
fore there is any indication of a gastrula. Thisis clear from 
figure 33, where the amnion, A ,  is thicker than the more flat- 
tened serosa, B, and merges almost imperceptibly into the some- 
what thicker germ-band proper, G. A dorsal view of the embryo 
at  this stage is shown in figure 34. It is about 245 micra long 
and is thickly almond-shaped, depressed, the broad blunt end 
being the cephalic one. The paler diamond-shaped area repre- 
sents the point of contact between the amnion and the serosa. 
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A few cells may protrude into the amniotic cavity (fig. 33), at 
the point where the closure of the folds is effected. The cells 
of the blastoderm (the peripheral cells shortly separated from 
the embryo and commonly termed the serosa) have fairly dis- 
tinct walls and are fusiform-flattened. The yolk, Y ,  which stains 
very deeply, is massed into subspherical bodies about 0.6 to 6 
micra in diameter, and the vitellophags are much less evident, 
though now probably more numerous. Yolk granules may occur 
in the cells of the germ band as well as in the blastoderm. 
Before gastrulation, the embryo both lengthens and broadens 
considerably, though its dorso-ventral thickness increases but 
little. Heretofore quite straight in its long axis, it curves dor- 
sally and thus partially embraces the yolk-mass. It appears 
constricted before its middle, because the anterior portion has 
been broadened and furrowed to form the procephalic lobes (figs. 
35 and 36). It is now about 263 micra in its straight length. 
It has become separated from the serosa, and, sinking towards 
the center of the egg, becomes a germ band of the immersed 
type. (Quite late in development, the amnion and the serosa 
come in contact in a comparatively small area in front of the 
mouth, (fig. 52) ). Here the amnion and the serosa are sepa- 
rated from each other by an intermediary mass of yolk. This 
condition is represented in a later stage in figures 51 and 52. 
It seems that the immersed type of germ band is unusual in the 
Coleoptera. According to Korschelt and Heider ('99) the germ 
band of Coleoptera ". . . . is superficial and is grown 
over by the forward extension of a caudal fold and paired cephalic 
folds. . . . . The posterior end of the germ band on the 
contrary develops entirely according to the invaginated type." 
But later, by shifting, the germ band becomes totally superficial. 
Such a condition is found in Hydrophilus and Lina (Graber), 
Chrysomela (Strindberg), and probably in others. 
Figure 37 shows a later stage of development. Segmentation 
is not yet apparent, but the embryo has greatly increased its 
size and curvature, for it now measures 390 micra in its full 
length. The cephalic lobes, P ,  are wide and separated anteri- 
orly by a deep cleft. The amnion, A ,  forms a stout envelope, 
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and is especially thick at  the caudal extremity, where it is often 
two cells in thickness. It merges gradually on each side into 
the germ band. The latter has as yet scarcely reflexed its borders 
towards the yolk-mass, but the gastrula, which is of an invagi- 
nated type, has already closed its lumen or central cavity, al- 
though it is still recognizable as a groove over most of the germ 
band. The invaginated portion seems to consist altogether of 
homogeneous mesoderm. 
The next stage observed was the beginning of metamerization. 
Two small lobes (L, fig. 38) on each side of the median line 
represent the labrum, a clear central space the mouth, while a 
pair of subangular projections, F ,  the antennae. The latter 
already bear indications of segmentation and constitute the pos- 
terior portion of the cephalic lobes. All of the remaining seg- 
ments have rather uniform proportions, and their appendages, 
including the first abdominal, are inconspicuous swellings. The 
amnion has become a thin sheet and remains such from now 
on. By the dorsal flexure of the sides of the embryo, the point 
of origin of the amnion has been moved towards the dorsum, 
where it is sharply marked off from the thick ectoderm (com- 
pare figs. 46 and 48). The serosa, which lines the interior 
periphery of the egg, is, like the amnion, a flattened sheet, but 
its cells are far larger and less attenuated than those which com- 
pose the amnion (S  and A ,  figs. 51 and 52). 
A slightly older embryo is shown in figure 39, in lateral view, 
and in figure 40, straightened out, in ventral view. The body 
is stouter, somewhat fusiform, and it ssegmentation is well 
defined. The cephalic lobes are further subdivided, the paired 
lobes of the labrum being quite large, the antenna1 rudiments 
more elongate and cylindrical, and the mouth-parts more dis- 
tinct, especially the first maxillae. The legs, LG, and the pleuro- 
pods, IA ,  of the first abdominal segment are conspicuous enough, 
though the remaining abdominal appendages are decidedly ob- 
scure. The embryo 
is bent backwards nearly into a circle. Cross sections of this 
stage (figs. 47 and 48) show much advance over that represented 
in figure 46. The sides of the body are well reflexed and the 
The caudal end of the abdomen is bilobed. 
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neural groove, G, is quite deep, or nearly closed. The lower 
layer, M ,  has proliferated so as to constitute almost the entire 
dorsal portion of the embryo. Development has, as usual, pro- 
gressed more rapidly at the anterior than at the posterior end 
(compare figs. 47 and 48). Figure 48, a cross section through 
the thoracic region, shows several large cells, NB, lodged in the 
ectoderm, on either side of the median line. These are the 
neuroblasts which are just beginning to give rise to ganglionic 
cells. They are not nearly so symmetrically arranged as are 
those of the orthopteron Xiphidium, studied by Wheeler ('90). 
A dividing cell, which protrudes from the ventral side of the 
embryo, strongly suggests the beginning of an appendage ( X ,  
fig. 48). By a process of splitting, the mesoderm, M ,  has given 
rise to the primitive coelom, IC. Its ventral are thicker than 
its dorsal walls. More posteriorly (fig. 47), neither the neuro- 
blasts nor the primitive coelom are as yet discernible. 
A stage intermediate between those of figures 39 and 41, is 
shown in cross section in figure 49 (abdomen). The sides of the 
body are further reflexed, the ganglia are marked swellings and 
contain a large number of ganglion cells which are lodged in a 
paler fibrillar matrix. The legs, LG, are not yet invaded to their 
extremities by mesodermal elements. The primitive coelom. 
IC,  is no longer slit-like and appears in horizontal section as a 
pair of lateral sacs in each segment. Such sacs were found in 
the mandibular and all the following somites. The permanent, 
body cavity or schizocoele (C, figs. 49, 50 and 51), is formed 
partly by the withdrawal of the inner walls of the coelomic 
sacs from the yolk-mass, and partly by the breaking down of 
the wajls of these sacs. In the schizocoele are a few large free 
cells, with vacuolated protoplasm and large nuclei. These are 
probably haemocytes, H ,  which seem to have become separated 
from the inner, upper wall of the coelomic sacs, the splanchnic 
mesoderm, which early breaks down at  this point. Just dorsal 
to the ganglionic swelling are several large pericardial cells, PC, 
which stain more deeply yellow. Like the haemocytes, they 
appear to be derived from the splsnchnic mesoderm 
Figure 52 is a sagittal section of a more advanced embryo, 
such as is illustrated in figure 41. The yolk-mass is being 
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rapidly absorbed, and, wibh the exception of a comparatively 
small area at the cephalic end, is interposed between the amnion 
and the serosa. The central yolk-mass, Y ,  is becoming envel- 
oped by a thin entodermal sheet ENT. The latter encloses a 
muscular layer on the ventral side of the yolk. The stomodaeum 
and the proctodaeum (ST and PR, fig. 52), are thick-walled 
tubes of columnar cells which are bounded externally by a mus- 
cular layer. A shelf-like extension near the inner end of the 
proctodaeum evidently represents a valve. A thin sheet of ento- 
derm shuts off these two invaginations from the forming mid- 
gut. The ectoderm, in general quite thick, thins out interseg- 
mentally and where it passes over into the amnion. The pleuro- 
podia, IP, have reached their full size, and have evidently dis- 
charged most of the secretion. The central nervous system is 
compact and proportionally of great size so that the connectives 
are very short. The punktsubstanz or central fibrous mate- 
rial, F ,  occupies the more dorsal inner part of the chain and is 
enveloped by ectodermal epithelium, the inner neurilemma I N ,  
(innere Nervenscheide, neuroglia) , while the chain itself is en- 
sheathed by a thinner though more distinct layer, the outer 
neurilemma or perineurium O N ,  also probably ectodermal. Both 
of these envelopes are figured by Graber ('89) in Stenobothrus, 
and by Wheeler ('89) in Doryphora. The remainder of the body 
cavity is to a great extent, occupied by irregular sheets of fairly 
well differentiated adipose tissue, by blood-cells, and by the 
large rounded yellow pericardial cells. The gonads, GN, a com- 
pact group of large cells, lie in the dorsal part of the fourth 
abdominal segment. What I take to be the 'suboesophageal 
body' of Wheeler is represented by a conspicuous bunch of 
large yellowish cells, SG, which partly invests the posterior end 
of the stomodaeum, on the ventral side. Except for the more 
vacuolated and granular contents, these cells, closely resemble 
the pericardial cells. Of the suboesophageal body, Wheeler ('92) 
says in part : 
It is apparently the earliest organ to be differentiated from the walls 
of the coelomic sacs. Its cells, at first wedge-shaped, gradually increase 
in size, become rounded and highly vacuolated and resemble the fat- 
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Imiy elcnients, froiu which thcy iii;iv, nevertheless always be distin- 
guished by their peculiar yellow tint. I have traced the organ which 
is n definite circuinscribed structure.. :md which I call for the present, 
the suboesophageal body, through thc eiiibryo into the larva, where i t  
disintegratcs and filially disappears. I regard i t  therefore as a truly 
enihryonic and early larval structure, quite distinct, a t  least physio- 
logically, from the fat body. 
He suggests that it may be nephridial. Both the pericardial 
cells and the suboesophageal body are formed before the fat- 
body is well differentiated. The pericardial cells are now the 
largest cells in the body. 
Figure 51 is a cross section through the abdomen of an embryo 
of about the same age as that illustrated in sagittal section. The 
ectoderni is quite thick except over the median portion of the 
ganglion. On each side, closely appressed to the ventral ecto- 
derm is a subspherical inass of pale cells, the oenocytes, OE. 
These have been shown by Wheeler ('92) to be of ectoderniai 
origin. -it least six such segmental clusters were found in the 
abdomen of the Photuris embryo. The hypodermis is somewhat 
thinner where the oenocytes are applied, as if they had been 
detached a t  the expense of this epithelium. The oenocytes, 
compactly massed, with the cell boundaries indistinct, the nuclei 
dark and reticulated, and the cytoplasm pale and vacuolated, 
little resemble the large free oenocytes of later life, where, with 
the exception of the eggs, they become the largest cells of the 
body. However, they do not surpass the pericardial cells for 
some time. They become spherical, migrate to the interior 
with the invaginating tracheae and mingle with some large 
reticulated fat cells. Oenocytes also occur in the adult beetle 
where they are often wedged in between the fat-body and have 
of course lost their segmental arrangement. The gonads, GN, 
are a compact group of large cells lodged in the splanchnic meso- 
derm, above and lateral of the paler fat-masses, FB. 
The large arcuate embryo (fig. 41) must reverse its position, 
i.e., become coiled. The amnion is ruptured in this process, 
Figures 43 and 44 represent a Photinus embryo, which has 
become very stout and broad, undergoing this involution. The 
operation begins at the anterior end, as the caudal portion is 
Its function is very doubtful. 
seen to be aliiiost in its original arcuate position. The yolk- 
mass is becoming constantly anlaller in proportion to the size 
of  the embryo. 
A Photuris embryo :tlniostI ready to hatch is shown in figure 
45, lying in the final curled position. It now measures about 
600 micra in the diitnieter of its curled position. Several days 
before emergence it is capable of slow movement, which is plainly 
visible, for the luminous organ, now functional, will be found to 
change its position. 
The fate of the embryonic envelopes was not deterniined, no 
dorsal tube (the remnants of the serosa) was found, though it 
is probable that both the aninion and the serosa are eventually 
absorbed into the dorsal part of the body. 
The mesenteron or niidgut is inuch distended with the greater 
part of the deeply-staining yolk material, so that the freshly- 
hatched larva begins life with a full stomach. 
THE PLEUl tOPODS OR F I R S T  dBL)OMISAL APPENDAGES IK THE 
EMBRYOS O F  I'HO'L'UKIS -1ND I'HOTINUS 
In both Photuris and Photinus, the pleuropods, so named by 
Wheeler ('90) are very conspicuous by reason of their size and 
structure. In  neither genus was the organ observed in the first 
stages of development. In a Photuris embryo about one-third 
developed and before the enveloping amnion has been ruptured 
(fig. 39), the appendage, I A ,  is a knob-liked process with a sort, 
stout peduncle, and, like the thoracic legs, with its axis some- 
what inclined caudally. It is a lit-tle less in diameter than the 
length of the segment from which it originates. In a sagittal 
section through the organ, its cells, which are of course hypo- 
dermal, are in large measure, strongly differentiated in that they 
are columnar, with larger, Yery elongate nuclei, three or more 
times as long as wide, the whole forming a somewhat convex 
layer or disc (fig. 54). At the dish1 extremity of the pleuropod 
there is already much granular secretion, which is evidently e x h  
cellular and held in situ by the thin enveloping membrane, C. 
A somewhat later embryo (fig. 41) shows the organ IA ,  con- 
siderably enlarged, its disc broitder and flatter and the neck 
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proportionally shorter. The cells are four to six times as long 
as wide and form a flat disc. The nuclei occupy an approxi- 
mately central position in the cells which may already be vacuo- 
lated just below the nuclei, but elsewhere well filled with a granu- 
lar secretion which largely obscures the cell boundaries. The 
thin capping membrane is here frequently separated from the 
apices of the cells. Fat cells largely occupy the base of the 
peduncle. 
A later stage, such as occurs in larvae nearly ready to hatch 
(figs. 45 and 55), shows that the gland has already largely per- 
formed its function. The cap C, may be depressed, irregular or 
wavy, the gland cells, G, now well below and separated from the 
cap, form a concave disc or crater, and seem almost to have 
exhausted the secretion, for very little of it is in evidence. The 
now spherical or subspherical nuclei, of the same height in each 
cell, strongly augment the crater-like appezrance of the layer. 
Each cell has the walls closely applied to  those of its neighbors, 
but the dividing line, B,  between is usually discernible. Extend- 
ing from just above the nucleus is the large conspicuous gland 
duct, D, flaring somewhat distally and often saccate at  the base, 
so that the whole glandular structure, distally, has a papillose 
aspect. The basal portion of each cell, i.e., immediately below 
the nucleus, is marked by a large space or vacuole, 8, beyond 
which are smaller indefinite vacuoles and protoplasmic strands. 
No muscle was found to  connect with the organ, and in but one 
case what seemed to be a duct, leading from the distal portion 
of the gland into the body cavity, could be made out. The 
unmodified hypodermis, H ,  extends well up the sides of the cup 
where it passes off rather abruptly into the outer gland-cells. 
Viewed from above, the tips of the gland-cells form a network, 
the ducts constituting the circular or subangular spaces, the 
meshes, the cell walls. 
It is quite evident that these large gland-cells are hypodermal 
and modified by elongation, etc. and from the jointed appen- 
dage, which, at first bilaterally symmetrical, becomes per- 
fectly radial and extends somewhat pleurally of the thoracic 
appendages. 
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A larva quite near hatching shows the gland in the pIoce-< of 
collapsing and of sinking into the body cavity. ,1 freshly hatched 
larva, i.e., one a day old, has already lost the first abdominal 
appendages, remnants of which can be found in the body cayit y. 
(,kccording to Patten the pleuropods in ;\cillus are absorbed, 
while in the June-beetle, Melolontha vulgaris, they are probably 
pushed off (Graber). In  other cases they seem to be in part 
cast off and in part absorbed). The gland-cell nuclei are now 
clearer, show scattered large pieces of chromat,in; the cells them- 
selves are breaking down, and the whole is forming a rather 
deep U-shaped mass. Large phagocytes occur in the vicinity; 
the cuticle and unmodified hypodermal cells are present above 
the organ, so that it is probable that they have spread over and 
covered the void made by the retracted gland-cells. 
The pleuropod of Photinus is somewhat different morphologi- 
cally from that, of Photuris. It is more convex and elongate, 
the cells form a coilvex instead of a later, flat disc, their nuclei 
are distal, and correlated with this is tlhe apparently internal 
basal secretion instead of the largely distal one as occurs in the 
pleuropod of Photuris. A conspicuous receptacle of non-glandu- 
lar cells, E ,  calling to mind the cup of an acorn, surrounds and 
constitutes the basal portion of the pleuropod. 
The remaining abdominal segments in either genus bear very 
small and inconspicuous appendages. 
Korschelt (’12) describes and figures in several stages, the 
pleuropodia of Dytiscus maroinalis. Evidently their develop- 
ment and their degeneration much resemble that in Photuris, 
in that t,hev at first bear some resemblance to a thoracic leg, 
later become somewhat mushroom-shaped, with longer nuclei 
and a glandular character, and finally cave in and sink into the 
body shortly before eclosion. Korschelt, refers to the pleuro- 
podia as ‘Drusenorgane.’ 
The pleuropods were first noticed by Rathke, in 1544, in the 
mole cricket, Gryllotalpa. They do not appear to be of general 
occurrence among hexapod embryos. They :we here (a+ in t.he 
Orthoptera and some Hemiptera) much larger than the follow- 
ing abdominal appendages. 3Iany transitional fornix occur. In 
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the Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera, according to Korschelt and 
Heider ('99) the limb rudiments of the first abdominal segments 
are, in some cases less developed than those of the other seg- 
ments, and in no case do they attain a greater development. 
L\ccording to Graber, they are most leg-like in Mantis and 
developed into very large vascular sacs in Melolontha. In other 
Cases they are mushroom-shaped, st8alked cups, or they may be 
sunk below the surface of the body, i.e., invaginated (Hemiptera). 
(Dr. Wheeler thinks that the immersed condition of the hemip- 
terous pleuropodia represents a late stage where such a condition 
iq to be expected.) 
The pleuropodia have been regarded as transitory respiratory, 
sensory, supporting, and glandular structures. The last view 
though indefinite, appears the most logical, since in most in- 
stances they are distinctly glandular in character. Wheeler 
thinks that the pleuropodia in ancestral insects may have func- 
tioned as odoriferous glands. Since they are so well developed 
in many cases, it is reasonable to suppose that they must be 
of some importance. In Photuris and Photinu's embryos, stained 
in toto with borax carmine, the pleuropodia took the stain more 
deeply than the general body wall and more conspicuously than 
the other appendages, thus showing the more permeable char- 
acter of their membrane. 
SIJAIAIAIRT 
1. The two species of fireflies, Photinus consangiuneus and 
Photuris pennsylvanica, differ in habitat, manner of flying and 
of scintillating, as well as in the color of the light emitted. The 
males and the females each scintillate in their own peculiar 
manner. 
2. Both species require two seasons to complete their meta- 
morphosis, the larval life occupying the far greater part of this 
time. They hibernate under stones and in the soil as young and 
RS nearly full-grown larvae. The uniformity of a brood may be 
broken by the varying rate of growth of the individuals. 
3. The eggs of both species are subspherical, and at  first sticky, 
and are laid among roots or just. under the soil. In the labora- 
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tory they hatrh in less than three weeks. ?'he>- are faintly 
luminous. 
4. The larva of Photinus is subcylindrical and slender, thnt, 
of Photuris broad and flattened-fuqiforin. Both are carnivorous 
and nocturnal. They feed also after the second hibernation m d  
transform into pupac in May or June. 
,5. Thc pupae retain the two larval lights on thc eighth abdomi- 
nal segment, and in addition, the pupa of Photuris has a diffuse 
glow, especially in the head and thorax. The pupal period prob- 
ably does not exceed twenty days. 
The 
female has a voracious appetite. Only the male of Photinus is 
an active flyer. 
7. The photogenic organs of all Lampyridae thus far studied 
are formed on the same general plan. Each organ consists of 
an upper or reflector layer, arid a lower or photogenic layer of 
cells. Tracheae and nerves penetrate both layers but are inore 
highly developed in the lower. The cuticle which overlies the 
photogenic organs is usually translaucent . 
8. There are in general two views on the derivation of the 
photogenic organs in Lampyridae, thc one holds that they are 
derived from the hypodermis, and the other that  they conie 
from the fat-body. 
('H), and I have shown. 
9. The development of the adult, photogenic organ was studied 
in Photinus consanguineus. Here it is first seen in larvae near 
pupation. It is derived directly from the fat-body by the expul- 
sion of its cells, which migrate t80 the ventral hypodermis. This 
cell-expulsion is effected or aided by the inflection of an invest- 
ment which partly envelopes the fat-spheres here as also espe- 
cially in the thoracic region. Xumerous haemocytes apply them- 
selves to these invcstments. Xo ccll division was noticed during 
this process. 
10. The cells thus liberat,ed from t-he fat-spheres to forin the 
photogenic organ, accumulate as an indefinite mass on the hypo- 
dermis and there proliferate. Two layers arc graclually formed. 
During this process, the large albuminous granules common to 
6. Both sexes of Photuris arc active flyers and runners. 
The lattcr view is the corr 
the fat-body, disappear in the founing light-organ. The reflector 
layer forms a sort of paveinent epithelium of smaller, more 
clearly defined cells, while the photogenic layer is made up of 
larger, inore rounded cells with more obscure limits. Small urate 
crystals occur in the upper, while minute photogenic granules 
darken the lower layer. 
In the photo- 
genic layer, tracheal end-cells are developed. These end-cells 
are penetrated by nerves. The tracheal end-cells have slender 
capillary processes which seem to be intercellular and frequently 
anastoinose. 
12. The photogeiiic organs of the larva develop as evident 
structures, in late embryos. They are derived from neighboring 
fat cells, by migration and proliferation. As in the adult, the 
organ differentiates into two layers but the development is more 
obscure. The larval light-organ does not function in the adult. 
It appears to be a more primitive and less highly modified struc- 
ture than the adult organ, and to be independent of the latter. 
In some species, as Ellychnia (infrequently), and Imnpyris, it  
may grow in the adult. 
13.  The physiology of the photogenic organs has been much 
studied. The general belief is that photogeny is a process of 
oxidation of the photogenic granules, the oxygen being furnished 
by the tracheal end-cells. The process is dependent upon the 
nervous system, but photogeny may also be effected by local 
stimulation. Dried organs may be made to shine upon contact 
wit8h water.. 
14. The photogenic granules are not fat-like but are probably 
an albuininoid which is insoluble in water and in fat-solvents. 
They haye been regarded by some as luminous symbiotic bac- 
teria. 
15. The function of the larval photogenic organs is uncertain, 
but in the adult their purpose is to bring the two sexes together. 
16. The germ-band of the embryo is of the immersed type, 
i.e., with yolk interposed between the amnion and the serosa. 
The :tmniotic cavity is formed before gastrulation occurs. 
11. Tracheae and nerl’es enter both layers. 
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17. The embryo is at  first, almond-shaped, later the cephalic 
lobes appear and it becomes more and more arcuate. Finally 
the embryonic envelopes are ruptured, and the embryo reverses 
its position, assuming a coiled one. 
The pleuropodia or first 
abdominal appendages are hypodermal structures, at first leg- 
like, but later glandular and mushroom-shaped. They finally 
disappear in old embryos by sinking into the body. Their func- 
tion is uncertain. 
The neuroblasts are 
not very regularly arranged. An outer and an inner neuri1emni:i 
is developed. 
20. The stomodaeum and proctodaeum are deep, thick-walled 
invaginations. The midgut ultimately envelopes almost all the 
yolk material. 
21. The primitive coelomic sacs are conspicuous, at first slit- 
like they later become rounded. They are shut off in each 
segment. 
22. The pericardial cells appear to be mesodermal. They are 
of large size and differentiated even before the fat cells. 
23. A suboesophageal body is present. 
18. The labrum is at first bilobed. 
19. The nervous system develops early. 
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PLATE 1 
EXPLANATION O F  F I G U R E S  
1 Photinus ronsnnguineus larva, first instar. 
2 Photinus consanguineus larva, full-grown. 
3 Photinus consanguineus pupa, lateral view. 
4 Photinus consanguineus adult, male. 
.i I’hotinus consanguineus male and female, ventral view of abdomen. 
shndetl area represents the photogenic organ. 
organ. 
6 Ellychnin corrrisca, egg showing oil-globules at surface. 
T h e  
LO, remnant of larval photogenic 
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PLATE 1 
EXPLANATION O F  FIGURES 
7 Photuris pennsylvanica, female. 
8 Photuris pennsylvanica, male and female, ventral view of abdomen. The 
shaded area represents the photogenic organ. 
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PLATE 3 
EXPLANATION OF FIGURES 
9 Photuris pennsylvanica larva, first instar. 
10 Photuris pennsylvanica larva, full-grown. 
11 Photuris pennsylvanica pupa, ventral view. 
12 Photuris pennsylvanica larva, full-grown, ventral view. P, photogenic 
organ; 8, spiracle. 
13 Cross section of photogenic organ of full-grown larva of Photinus COII- 
sanguineus. B, blood cell; C ,  cuticula; H, hypodermis; M, muscle; N, nerve; 
P, luminous layer; T, trachea; U, urate or reflector layer. 
14 Sagittal section of photogenic organ of embryo Photuris pennsylvanica. 
A, fat cell; H, hypodermis; M, muscle; P, luminous layer; T, trachea; U, urate 
or reflector layer. 
15 Sagittal section of photogenic organ of embryo Photuris pennsylvmica, 
an earlier stage of development than in figure 14, A, fat cell; H, hypodermis; 
M, muscle; 0, light-organ; TI trachea. 
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PLATE 4 
EXPLANATION OF FIGURES 
16 Photogenic organ of full-grown larva of Photuris pennsylvanica, ventral 
view. N, nerve; P, luminous layer; U ,  urate layer. 
17 Section through a fat  sphere of pupating larva of Photinus consanguineus. 
FB, fat haemocyte; I ,  cap or investment; K, nucleus of fat cell; R, rupture; SB, 
segmental haemocyte. 
18 Section through fat sphere a t  a later stage than preceding; the invest- 
ment I ,  is thicker and more constricted and the fat haemocytes FB, far more 
numerous. 
19 Section through remnants of fat spheres and investments; lettering as 
in  figure 17. 
20 Fat and blood cells in Photinus consanguineus, one day out of the egg. 
A, fat cell; B, blood cell. 
21 Fat cells in Photinus consanguineus, sixteen days out of the egg. 
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES 
22 Tracheal capillary penetrating the larval photogenic organ of Photinus 
consanguineus. c, capillary; T ,  trachea. 
23 Tracheal end-cell penetrating the photogenic layer of the adult Photinus 
consanguineus; partly from Lund. 
24 Earliest stage observed in the formation of the adult photogenic organ 
of Photinus ronsanguineus; sagittal section. A ,  photogenic fat sphere, C,  cutic- 
ula; F B ,  fat haemocyt,es; H ,  hypodermis; I, investment; Z’, photogenic cells issu- 
ing from fat-sphere; A S H ,  segmental t)lood cells; T ,  trachea. 
Second stage in the development of the adult phot,ogenic orgnn of Photinus 
consanguineus, lettering as in figure 24; cross sect,ion; hcrc a nnmher of thc 
photogenic cells have migrated to t,ho hypodermis. 
26 Cross section through the region of the photogenic. organ of an carly 
pupa of Photiniis consanguineus, at a later stage of developinent than figured in 
25. A,  fat-sphere; C,  cuticula; D, dorsal vessel; H ,  hypodermis; I ,  intestine; 
K,  Malpighian Tubule; M, muscle; N ,  nervous system; 0, oenoryte; P ,  forming 
photogenic organ; T, trachea; lr, vas deferens. 
c, capillary; EC, end-cell; T, trachea. 
25 
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES 
27 Third stage in the development of the adult photogenic organ of Photinus 
consanguineus; rross section. A .  photogenic fat-spheres; C’, cuticula; H ,  hypo- 
dermis; M ,  muscle; P,  luminous layer; T, trachea; U ,  urate layer. 
28 Fourth stage in the development of the adult photogenic organ of Pho- 
tinus consanguineus; cross section. A ,  fat tissue; C, cuticula; E, thickened 
tracheal epithelium of photogenic layer, where the end-cells are formed; FB. 
fat haemocytes; If, hypodermis; P ,  luminous layer; T, tracheal epithelium ; li, 
urate layer. 
Fully developed adult photogenic organ of Photinus consanguineus, in 
adult insect; cross section. C,  cuticula, c, capillaries of tracheal end-cells; II ,  
hypodermis; P,  luminous layer; T, trachea; U ,  urate layer. 
30 Disintegrating photogenic organ of adult Ellychnia corrusca. A ,  fat- 
sphere; C, cuticula; H ,  hypodermis; llf, muscle; P ,  luminous layer; T, trachea; 
C. urate layer. 
29 
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Embryology of Photuris pennsylvanica 
31 Egg; yolk bodies represented by polygonal areas. 
32 Section through egg; chorion not represented. B, blastoderm cells; V ,  
vitellophags. The yolk pervades the entire egg. 
33 Egg; divested of chorion; cross section. A ,  amnion; B, serosa; G, germ- 
hand; Y ,  yolk. 
34 Embryo of the same age as in  figure 33; dorsal view; the broader end 
is the anterior one; the diamond-shaped area represents the place of union of 
the amnion and serosa. 
35 Slightly later embryo than figure 34. P,  cephalic lobe. 
36 Lateral view of figure 35. 
37 Slightly later embryo than figure 35. A,  amnion; P,  cephalic lobes; Y ,  
yolk. 
38 Head of embryo in early segmentation; ventral view. A ,  amnion; F ,  
antenna; L, lobe of labrum; P, cephalic lobe. 
39 Embryo in later metamerieation than in figure 38. A ,  amnion; F ,  an- 
tenna?; I A ,  pleuropod or first abdominal appendage; L, lobe of labrurn; LG, 
legs; LZ, labium; M, mandibles; MX, maxillae; P, cephalic lobes; Y ,  yolk. 
A ,  amnion; P, cephalic lobes; Y ,  yolk. 
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40 Embryo of Photuris pennsylvanica, straightened out; ventral view, about 
A,  amnion; F ,  antenna; I A ,  pleuropod; L, labrum; LG, 
Embryo of Photuris pennsylvanica, more advanced than figure 40; lateral 
Lettering as  in figure 40; Y ,  yolk. 
same age as figure 39. 
legs; LI, labium; &I, mandible; M X ,  maxilla; P,  cephalic lobe; r, mouth. 
41 
view. 
42 An early vitellophag. 
43 Embryo of Photinus consanguineus; sublateral view. The embryo is 
commencing to curl up, beginning a t  the cephalic end; lettering 8s in preceding 
figures. 
44 Same embryo as in  figure 43, subventral view. 
45 Embryo of Photuris pennsylvanica, nearly ready to hatch; lateral view. 
ZA; pleuropod; H ,  head. 
46 Cross section of Embryo of Photuris pennsylvanica, about the age of 
figure 37; head regions; A,  amnion; E ,  ectoderm; M ,  mesoderm; 0, amniotic 
cavity; Y ,  yolk. 
47 Cross section of Photuris embryo of same age as figure 40; posterior end. 
G ,  neural groove. 
48 Cross section of Photuris embryo of same age as figure 47; thoracic region. 
A ,  amnion; ZC, primitive coelomic sac; E,  ectoderm; G, neural groove; -11, meso- 
derm; Y ,  yolk. 
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Embryology of Photuris pennsylvanica 
49 Cross section of an embryo at an age intermediate between figures 39 and 
41; abdominal region. A ,  amnion; C,  future body cavity; ZC, primitive coelom; 
Gr, neural groove; H ,  haemocyte; LG. leg; NB, neuroblasts; V ,  vitellophag; Y ,  
yolk. 
C,  future body cavity; IC, 
primitive coelam; E,  ectoderm; FB, fat body; H ,  haemocyte; M ,  mesoderm; OE, 
oenocytes; Y ,  yolk. 
51 Cross section of an embryo of about the same age as figure 41. A ,  am- 
nion; C,  future body cavity; IC,  primitive coelom; E,  ectoderm; E N T  entoderm 
of midgut; FB, fatbody; G, ganglion; GN,  gonad; H ,  haemocyte; N B ,  neuroblasts; 
0, amniotic cavity; OE, oenocytes; PC, pericardial cells; S, serosa; Y ,  yolk. 
52 Sagittal section of an embryo of about the same age as figure 51. A ,  
amnion; TA, pleuropod; BR, brain; E, ectoderm; Ent, entoderm; F ,  punktsub- 
stanz; GN, gonad; H ,  haemocytes; I N ,  inner neurilemma; 0, amniotic cavity; 
ON, outer neurilemma; PR, proctodaeum; S, serosa; SG, suboesophageal body; 
St, stomodaeum; T, trachea; Y ,  yolk. 
50 Sagittal section through two coelomic sacs. 
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33 Pleuropodiuni of Photinus consanguineus; sagittal section. A ,  fa t  cells, 
.54 Plcuropodiuin of Photuris pennsylvanica; sagittal section. A ,  fat cells; 
5.5 Pleuropodiuni of Photuris pennsylvnnica, s t  a much later stage than 
A, fat cells; B, boundary between two gland cells; C,  cap; D, duct 
E ,  Insat cup; H. unmodified hypodcrmis; G ,  gland cells. 
C', cap; H ,  hypodermis; G ,  gland cells. 
figme 34. 
ot 3 ghnd cell; G .  gland rell; B, hypodermis; V ,  basal vacuole of gland rell. 
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